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Vertical GRO Arbor Slats Detail
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While assembling your Vertical GRO Arbor on a flat surface, the flat
(OUTSIDE) side of the slats will always be facing up. The point (TOP) of
the slat will always point TOWARDS the HEADER (part with GRO Prod-

ucts logo) & the notched portion of the POSTS.



To start assembly of the sides of your VGA, lay out
the posts, slats, header and footer on a flat surface
as shown above. Make sure you keep the notched
portion of the post to the outside. The flat side of
all the slats MUST be facing up, the same way as
the logo on the Header & the angled edges must

be pointing up, towards top of the posts (the
notched ends.)

Insert the Header, the Slats and the Footer as far
as they will go into the grooved slots on one post.

Next, gently slide the Header, Slats & Footer into
the other post, keeping the second post stationary
and keeping the Header, Slats & Footer in the pre-
vious grooved slots. If done correctly, the Header,
Slats & Footer should be half way in the grooved

slots on either post.

Using another person, push both posts toward
each other until the Header, Slats & Footer are all

the way in the grooved slots on both posts.

1. 2.

3. 4.



Using a screwdriver or power drill/driver, attach
the Header, Slats & Footer to both posts, using the

provided screws through the pre-drilled holes.
REPEAT STEPS 1-5 FOR THE OTHER SIDE OF

YOUR VGA.

Your VGA assembly should now look like this.

Put the sides of your VGA on their sides and then
put the Rafters on the notched portion on the top of

the posts. The Rafters & Posts should inter-lock
and the pre-drilled holes should line up.

Using a screwdriver or power drill/driver, attach
the Rafters to the Posts using the provided bolts
through the pre-drilled holes. Once you have at-

tached both bolts on both rafters, flip your assem-
bly over and repeat steps 8 & 9.
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Place the corner Brackets on the inside of the
Rafter & Post connection as shown above, making-
sure that the flat portions of the Brackets are flush

with the flats of the Rafters & Posts. Attach the
Bracket to the Rafter using the provided screws

through the pre-drilled holes.

Attach the Purlins to the Rafters using the pro-
vided screws through the pre-drilled holes.

Attach the Bracket to the Post using the provided
screws throught the pre-drilled holes. REPEAT
STEPS 7 & 8 FOR ALL FOUR RAFTER TO POST

CONNECTIONS.

Lay the Purlins on top of the Rafters. There are
pre-marked Xs denoting where the Purlins should
go on top of the Rafters. Make sure the pre-drilled
holes on the Purlins line are also centered on the

Rafters
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Now that your VGA is assembled, place the plastic
liners into the wooden boxes and then hang them

on your VGA walls.

You are now ready to fill the planter boxes of your
VGA with soil and plant your favorite flowers,

herbs & vegetables.
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